plans for moratorium are finalized

faculty asks withdrawal

By Lee Giguere

In a "sense of the meeting" vote, Friday's special faculty meeting called for "prompt and total withdrawal of American forces from Vietnam and immediate reordering of our national and international priorities."

The vote was 179 in favor, 102 opposed, and 53 abstentions.

The Faculty Committee on Discipline has decided that "admonishment" is the suitable punishment for the demonstrators at the alumni officers meeting last month.

Mike Albert '69, John Fadum '71, Peggy Hopper '71, and Steve Krasner '71 have all received a warning that future disruptions could result in disciplinary probation. Already warned for his part in previous disorders, Pete Bohmer was placed on probation.

President Johnson urges the faculty to a conclusion during the debate on the Moratorium resolution. The resolution passed easily.

By Alex Makowski

The weather.

May rain this afternoon, but it looks like a good day for the Common tomorrow.
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150 students peacefully disrupt CIS

By Greg Bernhardt

Activities at the Center for International Studies were disrupted for about three hours Wednesday when 150 students nonviolently occupied the fourth floor of the Hermann Building.

The occupation was aimed at preventing College and University administrators from seizing the flags that the students had seized earlier by a standing vote of the Student Senate.

The center debuts today:

ENTERTAINMENT AND THE ARTS: PAGES 5-8
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